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Y

ears ago John and I took the
boys and headed out on a
3,200 mile road trip. We traversed
the golden state, Oregon coast
and into Washington stopping
at Mt. St Helens. One of our
fun family memories from that
trip is how we seemed to
stumble upon landmarks that
sported “superlatives” including:
“America’s Largest Sea Cave”
(Sea Lion Caves near Florence
Oregon), Smallest Mountain
Bottlenose Dolphin
Range in the World (Sutter
(Tursiops truncates)
Buttes in central California),
and World’s Smallest Harbor
in Depoe Bay, Oregon (smallest natural navigable harbor
anyways). So, I was reminded of those unrivaled points of
interest and even chuckled a bit when I read that Dana Point
has been awarded the designation as the Dolphin and Whale
Watching Capital of the World (even had it trademarked)
joining a bay in Australia, one in South Africa, and a marine
mammal haven in Spain. Two local whale boat operators,
Donna Kalez and Gisele Anderson, joined forces to lobby for
Dana Point’s crowning as the first Whale Heritage Site in
the U.S. The women’s nomination was a shoe in, citing nine
criteria to prove the city was deserving of this illustrious title
including the incomparable fact that Dana Point boasts more
dolphin per square mile than anywhere else in the world, that
the temperate climate allows for year-round whale watching,
and that deep offshore underwater coastal canyons lie in
close proximity near to the “best small harbor with quick
and easy accessibility to open ocean.” Eventually, the whale
watching pair hope to convince the State of California to pass
a resolution that will allow California to say it is home to the
Dolphin & Whale Capital of the World and to enact a National
Dolphin & Whale Watching Day.
With son Alex living on the other side of the world, literally, I
find that I stop in my tracks whenever I hear something about
Singapore. In a recent CNN story, I was delighted to read about
the new Eco Smart City that the island nation is building
which will push them into the forefront of sustainable urban

design. The new “forest town”
will boast 42,000 homes in a 2.7
square mile reclaimed area once
home to brickmaking factories
and now lush with abundant
greenery and parks. A 328-footwide ecological “corridor” will
be maintained through its
center, allowing wildlife to
safely traverse and connecting
a water catchment area on one
side to a nature reserve on the
other. The innovative project
will incorporate green design
principles and “smart” technology
that will push roads, parking, and
utilities below the city center freeing up the ground level for
pedestrian and cycling use only. Even more state-of-the-art
is that “smart” lights will switch off when public spaces are
unoccupied, and trash will be stored centrally, with monitors
detecting when garbage needs collecting and then will suck it
up through a pneumatic system. Amongst the many goals of
this new Eco Smart City is the hope that by integrating nature
with residential communities people will have more holistic
opportunities to incorporate nature into their daily lives. As
people become more tuned in to their connection with nature
they will inherently play a bigger role in wanting to protect
it. Talk about a win for the people and a win for nature and
the environment. My son is an urban studies
major in college so I have high hopes that
he may get in on the ground floor of
this exciting project and may even live
there one day.
Although we don’t have any Eco Cities
yet in California (although in 2011 San
Francisco was named “Most Sustainable
City in North America”), climate change
advocacy is a top priority for California State
Parks which promotes the “Cool Parks” campaign as a response
to this crisis. Having recognized that climate change is a serious
global problem, our parks are serving as living laboratories
playing a pivotal role in climate change advocacy. In doing
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so, parks throughout the state are adapting infrastructure,
identifying vulnerable resources, and working to acquire more
open spaces to merge with other land tracts thereby creating
large swaths of landscape to sustain biodiversity. Additionally,
California State Parks is doing its part to reduce greenhouse
gases by making facilities more energy efficient, relying more
on solar power, by switching to lower-emission vehicles, and by
educating the public, most notably the next generation, how to
be stewards of the earth. These young people are increasingly
sophisticated and so teaching them the concept of reducing
their personal carbon footprint and becoming “climateconscious citizens” is a gratifying mission.
As California State Parks continues to strive towards climate
change innovation, it’s no surprise that our own Crystal Cove
State Park is immersed in such efforts. Some green advances
include a fleet of two electric vehicles, waterless urinals in
the Historic District, and solar assisted hot water heating for
the showers in the campground. And now, with Earth Day
approaching, we were lucky to have been selectively chosen
by the California State Parks Foundation to apply for a $5,000
grant with a caveat that the donation must support a project
that reflected this growing global concern. The pressure was
on, but I knew we could rise to meet the challenge and sure
enough Crystal Cove SP was chosen as an Earth Day 2021
recipient. Superintendent Dymmel took the lead and steered
us into the world of refilling stations that have both a water
fountain component and a water bottle filling part that
will help promote the usage of reusable water bottles and
reduce the need for single-use plastic water bottles and the
consequent litter we find along the trails and on the beach.

This wasn’t as simple as it seemed though since we had to
determine which apparatus was best for the park. There were
indoor and outdoor systems, those with filters and those
without. Some had refrigerated water while others only spout
water at room temperature. We figured it all out though and
soon will proudly present three shiny new units which will be
installed at the restroom buildings at the Ranger Station, one
at Reef Point and one somewhere along the Pelican Point path.
When the Berns Amphitheater in the lower Moro parking lot
was designed years ago, a similar water bottle refilling unit was
affixed to the wall by the storeroom. Now, in the spirit of doing
our part for climate resiliency, we will have three more water
bottle filler combos. I am delighted.
With the increase in conversation about inclusion and diversity
California State Parks staff has joined the movement and is
actively pursuing some long-neglected parts of their history.
At CCSP staff has partnered with Crystal Cove Conservancy to
recognize and interpret the Japanese farming community
that lived and worked the land before being forcibly removed
and sent to internment camps. We are just getting started on
this deserved interpretive project and although we can’t turn
back time and right this egregious wrong we can give tribute
to those and honor their experiences and narratives. We
expect the displays to include some of the latest technology
to engage the community and to develop a curriculum to
share these untold stories with students. This exciting project
unites park archaeologists, historians, and interpreters working
alongside educators and scholars so we expect to deliver a
compelling exhibit honoring the past residents who briefly
prospered on this land hopefully, in the not-so-distant future.
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Golden Currant
(Ribes aureum gracillimum)

Recently I read an article about a pair of intrepid bird
biologists who spent decades researching a species of bird
in the Andes to determine if there were subspecies or not.
I almost felt the joy jump off the page when they talked of
how after a long and focused career dedicated to solving
this mystery they finally determined that indeed, there were
multiple species of Tapaculo (grayish-brown wrenlike bird)
thus validating their years of study. I felt my own thrill, of
course not on the same level, when out for a walk along the
bluff trail I stumbled upon a plant I hadn’t noticed in the park
before. My newly discovered shrub was Ribes aureum
gracillimum known by the common name Golden
Currant which is native to the coast and foothill
regions of the state. Yellow flowers were just
starting to bud and come springtime will cover
the bush and lure hummingbirds, bumble bees
and Monarch butterflies with its vanilla fragrance.
Once the flowers are pollinated they turn
red, a tactic of nature to alert potential
pollinators that the stigma has already
been visited. True to its name, Golden
Currant produces amber colored
berries that will undoubtedly be
consumed by a variety of local
birds like California Thrashers
who are often seen and heard
nearby.

The other night President Biden gave a moving tribute to the
500,000 Americans who have died from Covid-19. My heart
aches for those who buried their loved ones and although
my family has not been stricken by this insidious disease,
we have recently endured our own tragedy. It is with the
heaviest of hearts that I dedicate this March 2021 newsletter
to my father, Jerry Schumacher, a long-time avid reader of the
Crystal Cover (occasionally even sending editing counsel),
who passed away from Parkinson’s Disease a few days ago. My
dad was an academic, a researcher, a college professor, and
a true renaissance man (he loved art, jazz music, wine,
and above all, sports.) He published countless papers,
authored a book, was a trendsetter in the field of
clinical pharmacy and in the words of everyone
who knew him “Jerry Schumacher exemplified
excellence.” He left a legacy of integrity and I am
comforted by an Eskimo proverb that says:

Jerry Schumacher

Perhaps they are not stars in the sky,
but rather openings where our loved
ones shine down to let us know
they are happy.

